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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a class of Fredholm integral equations of the form 
(‘h(z) = g(z) + jx K(I z - z’ I> qqz’) dz’, 
Y 
where K has the integral representation 
K(Iz - z’ I) = y(f) jm ,+‘) e-“‘““‘‘-“’ ds’. 
0 
can be Non-linear initial value problems are derived whose solutions 
integrated directly to obtain 4(z). The algorithm is numerically stable and 
provides a fast, efficient method which requires less storage than more 
conventional techniques. 
Our approach has its origin in transport theory. In Section 2 we associate 
with (1.1) an equivalent transport-like problem. Applying the method of 
invariant imbedding to the transport problem yields a set of nonlinear partial 
differential equations. In Section 3 a method of moments is used to solve 
these equations. The case y(z) = constant is examined in some detail in 
Section 4. Numerical examples are described in Section 5. 
(l.la) 
(l.lb) 
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II. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
To analyze (1. 1 ), we introduce the transport-like problem 
sgn(s) $ N(z, s) + a(s) N(z, s) = k(s) y(z) jm N(z, s’) ds’, 
-s 
J’ < z < x, (2. la) 
N( y, s) = h(s), o<s<co, (2.lb) 
w, s> = f(s), -m<s<o, (2. lc) 
where a(s) and k(s) are piecewise continuous, even functions on 
--co ( s < co; y(z) > 0 is piecewise continuous in z, J’< z < x; Re a(s) > 0 
for large s and k(s), h(s),f(s) E L, on their respective intervals of definition. 
Under these assumptions, Wing [ 6 1 has shown that (1.1) and (2.1) are 
equivalent in the following sense: 
THEOREM 1. Let N(z, s) be piecewise continuously differentiable in z, 
y < z ,< x, uniformly integrable in s, --co < s < 03, and sati& (2.1). Then 
satisj?es 
v(z) = jm N(z, s’) ds’ (2.2) --cc 
q(z) = g(z) + ix K(l z - z’ I) r](z’) dz’, 
Y 
(2.3) 
g(z) = j” f@l) ea(S’)(i-X) & + jm @I) eO(S’)(Y-Z) ds’ (2.4) 
-cc 0 
and K(u) is given by (l.lb). Conversely, if r](z) is a solution to (2.3), then 
N(z, s) = k(s) 1’ y(z’) r](z’) ea(s)(r’-r) dz’ + h(s) ea(s)(yP’), s > 0, 
Y 
(2.5) 
= k(s) 
I 
’ y(z’) v(z’) ea(S)(Z-Z’) dz’ +f(s) eO(S)(Z-X), s < 0, 
2 
solves (2.1). This correspondence is unique. 
We now derive the equations of invariant imbedding associated with (2.1). 
These equations will yield a solution to (2.1), and (1. l), using the 
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equivalence asserted by Theorem 1. To emphasize the dependence of the 
solution of (1.1) on y and x, we write it as 
#(z, x, Y) = g(z) + jx K(l z - z’ I) #(z’, x, Y) dz’. 
s (2.6) 
Let the eigenvalues of the operator I?, defined by 
R.= XK(lz-z’I).dz’, 
I 4’ 
be smaller than one in magnitude. Then there exists a resolvent kernel Q = 
Q(z, z’, x, y) such that the solution to (2.6) is given by 
#(z, x, Y) = g(z) + ix Q(z, z', x, Y) g(z') dz'. 
4‘ 
(2.7) 
It can be shown ] 1 ] that Q is piecewise continuously differentiable in x and J 
and also in z and z’, except perhaps for z = z’, where it is continuous. 
Equations (2.4) and (2.7) can be combined to yield 
0 
qqL', x3 Y> = --m f@‘) R,(z, x, y, s’) ds’ + jm h(s’) R,(z, X, Y, s’) ds’,(2.8) 
0 
where 
R R(z, x, y, s) = fF)(; -X) + 
1^ 
* Q(z, z’, x, y) ea(s)(-‘-x) dz’, (2.9a) 
s 
R,(z, x, y, s) = eO(s)(ypz) + x Q(z, z', x, y) ea(s)(s-“) dz’. (2.9b) 
Once R, and R, are known, (2.8) provides the solution to (1.1). We now 
proceeed to derive initial value problems for R, and R L. 
Writing N(z, s) = N(z, x, y, s) and differentiating (2.1) with respect to x 
yields the equations 
= k(s) Y(Z) I”, N,(z, x, Y, s’> ds’, 
NAY, x, Y, s) = 0, s > 0, 
N,(x, x, Y, s) = -N,k x, Y, s>, s < 0. 
(2.10a) 
(2. lob) 
(2.10) 
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Theorem 1 and (2.8) show that the function 
N,(z, x, y, s’) ds’ (2.1 1) 
is given by 
v(z, x, Y) = -JO R,(z, x, y, s’) N,(x, x, y, s’) ds’. (2.12) 
-a3 
Since 
we have 
SO 
#(z, x, Y) = JX Nz, x, Y, s') ds', 
-cc 
h(z, -6 Y> = i” N,(z, x, y, s’) ds’, 
CC 
(2.13) 
@,(Z? x9 Y) = 
I 
a R,(z, x, y, s')l-a(d) N(x, x, y, s') 
-m 
+ k(s') y(x) q(x, x, Y)] ds’. 
Differentiating (2.8) with respect to x supplies a second expression for 
$w? x3 Y>: 
#z(z, x, Y> =I” f(s’)[RR(z, x, Y, s’)Iz ds’ 
-cc 
I 
m + h(s’)IRL(z, x, Y, s’>lz ds’. 
0 
Equating the two expressions for & yields 
1 O R,(z, x, y, s’>I-4s’) N( x,x, Y, s’) + 4s’) Y(X) #(x,x, v)l ds’ -u 
- J-O f(s)[RR(z,x, y, s’)]* ds’ - [z- h(s’)[R,(z,x, y, s’)lz ds’ = 0. 
. -cc ‘0 
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Using (2.8) and (2.lc), we obtain 
-a(d) R R(z, x, y, s’) - $ R K(Z, x, y, s’) 
+ y(x) R,(x, x, 4’9 s’) 
I 
’ k(s”) R R(z, x, y, s”) ds” ds’ 
--cc I 
k(s”) R R(z, x, y, s”) ds” 
; R ,.(z, x, y, s’) 
I 
ds’ = 0. 
Since f(s) and h(s) are arbitrarily L, functions, we have the first pair of 
imbedding equations 
E R R(Z, x, J’, s) = - a(s) R R(Z, x, y, s) 
,. 
+ Y(X) R,(x, x, Y, s) 
I 
’ k(s’) R,(z, x, y, s’) ds’, (2.14a) 
-30 
$ R,(z. x, 4: s> = Y(X) R L(x, x, Y, s) j” k(d) R,(z, x, y, s’) ds’. (2.14b) 
-cr 
The initial conditions follow directly from (2.9): 
R,t(t, 6 t, s) = 1, s < 0, rE [Y,Xl, (2.15a) 
RL(t, t, 6 s)= 1, s > 0, <E [Y,Xl, (2.15b) 
where Y<y<z<x<X. 
To get a second pair, we differentiate (2.1) with respect to y and proceed 
as above to obtain 
; R,(z, x, y, s) = 4s) R,(z, x, Y, s) 
- Y(Y) R,(Y, x, ~1s) I m k(s’) R L(z, x, y, s’) ds’, (2.16a) 0 
$j R,(z, x, Y, s) = -Y(Y) R,(Y, x, Y, s> jm W) R,(G x, Y, ~‘1 ds’ (2.16b) 
0 
with the initial conditions (2.15). 
The solution of (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) is complicated by the presence of 
the R functions evaluated at (x, x, y, s) and (y, x, y, s). To obtain equations 
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for the R functions at these special points, we set z = x in (2.16) and z = y in 
(2.14) which results in the additional set: 
r, 
&MY, x, Y, s> = -a(s>R,(y, x, Y. s) i 
+ Y(X) R R(x, x, Y, s) /.o k(s’) R R( y, x, y, s’) ds’, (2.17a) 
cc 
~R,(x.x,y,s)=-~(X)RR(y,x,y,s) /.Ik(s’)RL(x,x,~:,s’)ds’, (2.17b) 
I’ 0 
~R,(~~,x.g,s)=~(x)R,(l’,x.~,s’)ds’ 1.’ k(s’) R,(y, x, y, s’) ds’ (2.17~) 
m 
and 
a RL(x, x, y, s) = a(s) RL(x, x, Y, s) 
3Y 
- Y(Y) R,(Y. -XT Y, s) 
I 
cc k(s’) RL(x, x, y, s’) ds’. (2.17d) 
0 
The initial conditions (2.15) still apply. This last set of equations, which we 
refer to as the specialized imbedding equations, is analogous to Chan- 
drasekhar’s X and Y equations 141. 
Equations (2.14), (2.16) and (2.17) with initial conditions (2.15) form a 
coupled set of partial differential integral equations for the functions R, and 
R,. In the next section, we examine a method for solving them. 
III. A NUMERICAL METHOD 
Allen [2] proposed a numerical method using moments for solving the 
specialized imbedding equations (2.17) when y(z) = v(-z) and = -x. Here 
we apply an analogous method to the equations in the general case to obtain 
a quadruply infinite set of partial differential equations in x and y involving 
four moment sets. We then apply the method to the imbedding equations 
(2.14) and (2.16) resulting in another quadruply infinite set, but now 
involving only two sets of moments. These two sets of moment equations, 
combined with the imbedding equations, form a set of equations which can 
be solved for the functions R, and R L. 
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We first associate a moment set with Eqs. (2.17). Define 
Ai(X, Y) = I cc a’(~‘) k(s’) R,(y, x, y, s’) ds’, (3. la) 0 
Bi(x, Y) = Im d(s’) k(s’) R L(x, x, y, s’) ds’, (3.lb) 
-0 
C;(& Y) = j= d(s’) k(s’) R,(x, x, y, s’) ds’, (3.lc) 
0 
Di(X, y) = jot ai k(S’) R ,( 4’, X, y, s’) ds’, i = 1, 2,... . (3.ld) 
To obtain differential equarions satisfied by these moments, multiply (2.17) 
by a’(s) k(s) and integrate on s (recall k(s) and a(s) are even functions) to 
obtain 
gAi(.\-I Y)=--Ai+,(x, y) + Y(x) ci(x> Y>AO(x> Y), (3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(3.2~) 
$ Bi(x, Y) = Bi+ ,(xY > - Y(Y) Di(x, 4’) BO(x3 Y>? i = 0, 1, 2 . . . . (3.2d) 
Using the initial conditions for the specialized imbedding equations, 
we have 
A ;((, (J = B,(<, <) = Ci((, () = Di((, () = ia, a’(d) k(d) ds’, (3.2e) 
“0 
where < is an arbitrary point in [ Y,X]. We refer to the set (3.2)1 as the 
specialized &bedding moment equations. 
To get a set of moment equations associated with the imbedding 
equations, we define 
Gi(Z, X, 4’) = I,:: a’(~‘) k(s’) R,(z, x, y, s’) ds’, (3.3a) 
Hi(z3 x, Y) = I 
m a’(~‘) k(s’) R,(z, x, y, s’) ds’, i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3.3b) 
0 
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Using similar arguments, we obtain 
g Gi(Z, X, y) = -Gi + l(Z, X, J') + j'(X) Ci(X, J') G,(z, X, J'), (3.4a) 
I 
(3.4b) 
(3.4c) 
$ Hi(ZY xT U) = Hi+ I(z, x, Y) - y(V) Di(X, .I’) H,(z, -y, Y)3 
i=O, 1. 2 ,... (3.4d) 
with initial conditions 
Gi(C C> <) = Hi(t> t, 0 = (= a’(~‘) ‘(~‘1 ds’, (E [ Y,X]. (3.4e) 
0 
Alternative sets of initial conditions can be stated for Eqs. (3.4a)-(3.4d) as 
follows : 
Gi(T, 6 Y> = Ci(t, ,v), y<.v<r<x, (3.5a) 
Gi(T, X, 0 = A i(X* <)l Y<(<.Y<X, (3Sb) 
Hi(53 CT Y) = Bi(t, J’), y<y<r<x, (3.k) 
Hi(T, x3 0 = Di(xY t), y<t<x<x, 
i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3Sd) 
The above quadruply infinite set of equations, (3.4at(3.4d), with any 
consistent of initial conditions (3.4e) or (3.5), are referred to as the 
imbedding moment equations. 
For ease of reference we collect all these equation sets, using the moment 
notation, in the order in which their solution should be carried out: 
1. Specialized Imbedding Moment Equations 
-$i(X, v) = -Ai+ ,(X3 .V> + Y(x> ci(x, Y) AO(x3 J’13 (3.6a) 
(3.6b) 
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g Di(X, Y> = Y(X) Bi(X, Y) A,(4 Y)? 
6 Bi(X, Y) = Bi, ,(x3 Y> - Y(Y) Di(XT Y> Bo(x, Y)? 
(3.6~) 
(3.6d) 
= Jrn a’(d) k(s’) ds’, i = 0, 1, 2 ,... . (3.6e) 
0 
2. Specialized Imbedding Equations 
~RR(?..x.Y3s)=-a(s) R,(y,x,I’,s)+y(x)R,(x,x,~~,s)A,(x,y), (3.7a) 
& R,(x. -Y, .v, s) = -Y(Y) R,(Y, x, Y, s> Bob, Y>, (3.7b) 
&(.I~. -Y, .1: s) = Y(X) R&G x, J’, s)Ao(x, Y), (3.7c) 
$RL(.r. x, Y, s> = a(s) R,(x, x, x s) - Y(Y) R,(.Y, x3 Y, s)Bo(x, Y)~ (3.7d) 
R,c(b 6 6 s) = R,.(tr 6 6 s) = 1, Y<<<X. (3.7e) 
3. Imbedding Moment Equations 
with 
I 
I$ Gi(z, x, Y) = -Gj+ I(z, x, 4’) + Y(x) ci(xv Y) GO(z3 x3 Y)? (3.8a) 
$ Gi(z, x, .Y) = --~b’)Ai(x, Y) ffo(z, x, ~‘1, (3.8b) 
T$ ffi(z, X, 2’) = Y(X) ‘i(x, V) Go(z, ~3 Y), (3.8~) 
$Hi(Z,X. Y) = Hi+ I(Z,X, Y) - Y(Y)Di(X, Y) No(Z,X, J’), (3.8d) 
Gi(~,~,C)=Hi(C,~,r)=I~a’(s’)k(s’)ds’, <~[Y,X],i=O,1,2,..-; (3.8e) 
0 
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or 
Gi(C 6 Y) = Ci(b Y)> Y<.Y<(<‘Y. (3.8f) 
Hi(t3 6 Y) = Bi(lT Y)> y<y<t<x (3%) 
or 
Gi(tt ~2 0 = A i(X, 5), Y<(<.Y<X, (3.8h) 
H,(T, 4 if) = Dj(X, 8, Y<r<x<X,i=O, I,2 ,.... (3.8i) 
4. Imbedding Equations 
ER,(z, x, y, s) = -a(s) R,(z, x, y, s) + y(x) R,(x, x, .v, s) G,(z, x, 4:). (3.9a) 
&(r. x, Y, s) = -Y(Y) R,(Y, x, Y, s) H,(z, x, y), (3.9b) 
;RJ z, x, Y, s) = y(-x> R,>(x-, x, Y, s) G,(z, -Y, y), (3.9c) 
n 
$R,(,-. x, y, s) = a(s) R,(z, x, Y, s) - r(y) R,(y, x, Y, s) H,(z, x, y), (3.9d) 
with 
R,c(t, t, t> s> = 1. s < 0. (E [Y,X], (3.9e) 
R,(r,r,r,s)= 15 s > 0, rE [y,q (3.9f) 
(3.%) 
or 
at c = x, (3.9h) 
RR(t, x, 6 s) = R,(Y, x1 Y, s), 
R,K x, 5, s> = R,(Y, x, ~3 s), 
at {= y, 
at 5 = y. 
(3.9i) 
(3.W 
It is not always necessary to solve all the above equations. For instance, if 
h(s) = 0, we need only find R,(z, x, y, s). This means that only one of 
Eqs. (3.9) must be solved. Choosing Eq. (3.9a), we require RR(x, x. y, s) and 
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G,,(z, x, y). It can be shown [7] that under our assumptions 
A&, y) = B&Y, y), so to obtain RR(x, x, y, s) and G,(z, x, y) we need only 
solve the sets (3.6a). (3.6b), (3.7a), (3.7b) and (3.8a). Even if bothf’(s) and 
h(s) are not zero, some reduction in the number of equations is usually 
possible. 
In the next section we examine the solution algorithm when y(z) is 
constant. 
IV. SOLUTION WHEN 'J(Z) Is CONSTANT 
In this section we consider the case where y(z) is constant. Some 
simplifications can be made and existence and uniqueness of solutions to the 
imbedding moment equations shown. We first establish 
THEOREM 4.1. If y(z) = y, a constant, then for d > 0, y, < z,, <gy,, + d 
and A > 0, 
R.(z,,,y,+d,yo,s)=R,(z,+A,y0+A+d,y,+A,s), (4. la) 
R , (zO, y,, + d, yO, s) = R L.(z,, + A, y,-, + A + d, yo + A, s). (4.lb) 
Proof. Both relationships follow, after considerable manipulation, using 
(2.9) and the fact that Q has the expansion 
Q(z, z', x, Y) = \‘ N,,(z, z', x, Y), - 
n-l 
where 
N,(z, z’, x, 4’) = K(z, z’), 
N,(z, z’, x, y) = )-1 N, - ,(z, t, x, y) N,(t, z’, x, Y> dt. 
‘I‘ 
COROLLARY 1. The functions RR( y, x, y, s), RR@, x, Y, s), R,(Y.' x, y, s) 
and R,(x, x, y, s) are constant on lines parallel to the line x = y, i.e... 
R,(y,x,y,s)=R,(4'+A,x+A,y+A,s), etc. 
COROLLARY 2. The moments Ai(x, y), Bi(x, y), Ci(x, y) and Dj(x, y) are 
constant on lines parallel to the line x = y. 
Using these results, we can show 
4OY.‘XO 1 17 
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THEOREM 4.2. For y(z) = y, 
R,(y, x, y, s) = RL(X, x, y, s), (4.3a) 
R,(x, x, y, s) = R,(Y, x, y, s). (4.3b) 
Proof: Let (x,, x1), (Y,, rl>, y, < x,, be points on the line y = x. Then 
the point (x,, y,) can be reached either by moving downward from (x, , xi) a 
distance A = x, - y, along x =x, or horizontally to the right from (y,, J(,) a 
distance A along y = y, . If we consider the specialized imbedding equations 
(3.7) restricted to these paths and shift to the new single variable u, where 
u = 0 on y =x, then we have the equations 
g/MY,. 4’1 +u, Y,,s)=-4s)R,(Y,,Y, $4’3 Y,,S) 
+ yR,(v, + u, y1 + u, Y, s)A,(y, + u, Y,), (4.4a) 
etc. Since both (x,, x, - u) and (y, + u, y,) lie on the same line parallel to 
y = x, we have from Corollary 2, Theorem 4.1, 
A,(Y, + 4 y,) = A,@, 3 x, - u) (4.5) 
and from Corollary 1 
R(y,, 1’1 + & Y, 3 s) = qx, - 4 x1 3 x, - u, s), (4.6a) 
R(y, + u, y, + u, y, I s) = R(x, 1 x1 3 XI - u, s), (4.6b) 
where (4.6) hold for both R, and R, . Equations (4.4) now become 
+ yR,(y, + u, y, + u, yl, s)&(y, + u, YJ, (4.h) 
etc., with initial conditions 
Rrdt, 6 t, s> = 1 (4.8a) 
R,(t, t-9 6 s> = 1. (4.8b) 
Under our assumptions, Eqs. (4.7) with initial conditions (4.8) have unique 
solutions, so 
R,(Y,J,, Y~,s)=RL(x,,x~, Y,.s), 
RR(xI,xl, Y,,s)=RL(Y,>x~, ~1,s). 
Since (xi, yi) was arbitrary, the result follows. 
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COROLLARY 1. Ai(x, y) = Bi(x, y) and Ci(x, y) = Di(x, y), i = 0, l,... . 
Using the results of Theorem 4.2, things become somewhat simplier. 
Instead of solving the entire sets (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), we need only 
solve (3.6a). (3.6b), (3.7a), (3.7b), (3.8a) and (3.9a), (3.9~). It is convenient 
at this point to introduce new orthogonal coordinates T, S given by the 
equations 
T=x-y, s 1 e++y. 
The second set of equations can now be written as 
$Ai(T)=-A/+ l(T) + yCi(r)ao(T), 
$ ej(T) = yA;(T)&,(T), 
/i,(O) = e,(O) = I”‘ k(s’) a’(~‘) ds’, i = 0, I,... : 
0 
6 R,,(T, $1 = yRR,,(T, s> &VI 
6 R,,(T, s) = --a(s)R,,,(T, s) + yR..(T, s>&,(T), 
RR.y(O,S)=RRp(O,S)= 1: 
& ei(T,z) = -6,+,(T, z) + &(T) e,(T, z), 
di(tV 0 = ej(O> i= O,l,... ; 
$L(” s> = - 4s) R,,(T, s) + Y~,~,,(T, s> &V, z>, 
s Rd’-, s> = Y&,(T, s> &CT, z), 
R,,(r, s) = RI&r, s>, R,,(rT s> = RRy(r’s)2 
where we have used the notation 
A,(T) =Ai(X. y), 
Ci( T) = Ci(X, Y>> 
R,,(T, s> = R,(x, 4 Y, s>, 
(4.9a) 
(4.9b) 
(4.9c) 
(4.9d) 
(4.9e) 
(4.9f) 
(wi9 
(4.9h) 
(4.9i) 
(4.?i) 
(4.9k) 
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R.,(T, s) = R,(Y, & Y? s>, 
ei( T, Z) = Gi(Z, ~3 Y), 
R..(T, s) = R,(z, x. Y, ~1, 
R,,(T, s) = R,(z, x, Y, ~1. 
We note that Eqs. (4.9) depend on the single variable T and hence can be 
solved as initial value problems in ordinary differential equations. 
It has been shown [3, 7] that under mild restrictions on the moments, Eqs. 
(4.9a)-(4.9c) we have unique solutions. Using this result, Eqs. (4.9g), (4.9h) 
also have unique solutions and the solutions of the truncated versions of 
(4.9a)-(4.9c) and (4.9g), (4.9h) converge to the solutions of the 
corresponding infinite sets. 
It is interesting to note that when v(z) is constant, the integral 
equation (1.1) can be transformed into the problem 
$0) = i(t) + Y jb K(I t - w I) &4 dw, 
-b 
where 
and 
X-Y b=- 
2 . 
This case is commonly found in the literature. 
In the next section, we discuss some numerical experiments that have been 
performed to illustrate our computational algorithm. 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We turn now to the numerical solution of the equations we have derived 
for the case y(z) constant. To compute the solution to the integral equation 
(1.1) at the point z, we must find the R functions at z and then carry out the 
quadratures in (2.8). The following describes an implementation of the first 
step in which multiple interior z points are calculated for fixed s. The infinite 
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set of moment equations (3.6a), (3.6b) is truncated at some integer N and a 
value of s chosen. Then, starting at y, this set, together with Eqs. (3.7a), 
(3.7b) is integrated to the first interior point z = z, at which the solution to 
(1.1) is desired. At z =z,, we adjoin the corresponding truncated set of 
imbedding moment equations (3.8a) and imbedding equations (3.9a), (3.9~). 
Here again we should note that it is unnecessary to compute R,(z, z, y, s) 
since it can be obtained from R,(y, z, y, s) using Theorem 4.2. The initial 
conditions required for the new equations are taken from the present values 
of Ci(z,, y), R,(z,, z,, y, s) and R,(z,, z,, y, s). At each succeeding z point, 
- Li, we adjoin a new truncated set of moment equations and new pair of 
imbedding equations, obtaining the initial conditions from the present values 
of Ci. R, and R,. The integration is complete when we reach z =x. Of 
course, the equations actually integrated are those described in Section IV 
using the single variable T. The above procedure is now repeated for a 
sufficient number of s values to accurately perform the quadrature (2.8). 
Alternatively, this same precedure, programmed for a single z point, can 
be used as the basis for a function evaluation routine to be called by an 
adaptive quadrature subroutine integrating on s. 
Both methods have been programmed. As might be expected, the first 
method is much faster since many interior points are found at the same time 
with much less computational work. The only advantage of the later method 
lies in its ability to produce a solution of guranteed accuracy. 
Solutions of integral equations have been obtained for a number of kernels 
including: 
sin ]z -z’/ 
Cd) %z’)= /z-z,, = i 
7r 0.5 sin(s/) e-iCOS(.~‘)lz-~‘l &,‘. -o 
All calculations were done on a CDC 7600 in single precision arithmetic. 
The differential equations were integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kut- 
ta-Fehlberg routine [S]. For the equations considered about 12 moments 
were required for seven-place accuracy and is 15 moments generally 
produced ten-place accuracy. 
The method seems highly accurate and is competitive with more standard 
techniques (iteration, matrix approximations, etc.) for solving integral 
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equations with kernels of the form (l.lb). In fact, when K(z, z’) is not 
integrable in closed form, as in examples (b), (c) above, our algorithm shows 
a significant improvement in computational time. 
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